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King Grey has unrivaled strength, wealth, and prestige in world governed through martial ability.

However, solitude lingers closely behind those with great power. Beneath the glamorous exterior of

a powerful king lurks the shell of man, devoid of purpose and will.Reincarnated into a new world

filled with magic and monsters, the king has a second chance to relive his life. Correcting the

mistakes of his past will not be his only challenge, however. Underneath the peace and prosperity of

the new world is an undercurrent threatening to destroy everything he has worked for, questioning

his role and reason for being born again. 3rd Volume of the TBATE series.
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This series (vol 1 to 3) has been very similar to some of the japanese web novels theme with

reincarnation, academy life, adventurer's guild, A ranks, S ranks, SS ranks, lolis and power ranking

as well as the main character to win against people with higher ranks. If you have read some of the

translated web novels then you will notice the similarities.The story is average and common with

minor twists but interesting enough to keep you reading. The magic system is interesting enough



but a bit more detailed and certain restrictions would be nice. The development will need a large

amount of planning because you can feel the author was just throwing whatever sticks and failed to

fully develop certain plot points. There seem to be some sort of underline plot by the end of volume

3 so there is still hope that this novel will not turn into one of those going-no-where web novel.That

being said, not all characters are one-dimensional. There are, however, a fair number of characters

are at best one-dimensional or merely a stock character (laid back play boy with hidden power or

ran-away-for-adventure noble girl). You also have some fodder characters also. What this story

needs is a focus on the background of the characters. The author is still fleshing out the characters

so he needs to develop a certain background for the characters to develop their characteristics.

Then throw events at them and let their characters react based on their background to those events.

The first two parts of this series were pretty good. Unfortunately it seems the author decided to

make this portion a mix of every anime trope with a child's popularity fantasy. Everyone saying how

attractive the main character is, how strong he is, how jealous people are, etc gets old when it fills

every other page.Seriously, it doesn't even make sense sometimes. Like noone is ever suspicious

of this prodigy that acts like an adult, knows engineering, can control magic unlike the kind from his

world better thanow people that have studied it for decades longer, etc (which is because he was an

orphan that became a king? ) they just trust him with the people they care for, their most important

items, betray their business ethics, etc. All because he's just so darn cute and talented.

What if you were a ruler? What would you think if you died? What are you going to do now that you

find yourself in a new body with your memories intact? Is this a dream or is it destiny?Following the

new life of the former king. Now given freedom from his past responsibilities and a chance to

actually have a family, he'd do anything to keep it. Now he will have to train his new body quickly if

he wants to protect his loved ones.

I graded it Three star, because the start of the series was good. BUT, a big but the storyin this

books devolved in a cheap rip off of mahouka koukou no rettousei, Gakuen Toshi Asterisk and

Freezing, the anime the author took inspiration from. Seriously I understand that he want to send

some winks to what he like, but being an author is also taking the works of other and making it your

own. Doing something unique is best when you write a novel so xianxia in its setting.I'll keep

reading because I like Sylvie and Tessia, though.



It took me three hours to read this, and that was after promising myself I'd only read the first two

chapters. THAT is how much a page turned this is, and I mean that about the entire series so far.

I have read all the book available, and recommend the series!

I have read every book written by turtle me and I never get tired of reading them I can't wait for the

fourth book

The story is engaging, but so poorly written that it is difficult to read. Every sentence contains an

error, from misplaced punctuation to words missing entirely. I am going to stop reading this series,

and hopefully pick it up again once it's at least been proofread, if not professionally edited.
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